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LAL'DING OF SEAPLANES •

By Herbert Wagner

I wish to preface my report with a brief resume of a theo-

retical consideration and its results. *_ Then I intend to de-

scribe the processes at the moment a keeled bottom strikes the

water and give the formulas and solutions. Lastly, I shall dis-

cuss the application of these results to practical problems.

Let us assume that a long prismatic body, having a keeled

bottom, moves vertically downw_.rd at an initial speed Vo, its

mass being m per unit of length, l[ow (Fig. l, top) it touches

the flat surface of the water; an instant later it is already

immersed. By nosing under the body imparts a downward motion to

the water, whereby it experiences an upward blow P, itself.

The water is pushed aside (See Fig. 2), and as a result its

level raises on the sides of the body. iTow, since the air pres-

sure is the Same at any point of the surface, the pressure gra-
dient must be perpendicular to the surface, so that the acceler-

ation of the particles on the water level is perpendicular to

the surface, and the velocity on the surface is approximately

upward. This velocity is low at the outer edge but increases

toward the impact area. At the edge of the impact surface (Fig.
3) the water is pushed outward and upward at enormous speed, is

finally inverted from the bottom and disappears as spray to the

sides. The pressure on the bottom is enormous at this point of
inversion and the flung-off spray corresponds to the motion en-

ergy dissipated during the impact.

The pressure distribution over the body (Fig. l, center)

becomes apparent if we realize that the water pressure is essen-

tially the reaction of the water against the incipient downward

motion. In the middle of the bottom the water already has a

downward speed V. Whereas width c of the impact surface in-
creases with the time the water at the edge of the impact sur-

*"_ber die Landung yon Seeflugzeugen," Zeitschrift f_r Flugtech-

nik und 1,1otorluftschiffahrt, Vol 22, _". _,o. l, Jan. 14, 1931, pp.
1-8, Verlag yon R. 01denbourg, }{_nchen _!nd Berlin.

_*This treatise was originally given in the physical seminary of _

the Danzig Institute of Tecl%noiogy (Jan., 1930), and at the In-
ternational Congress for _echanics, at Stockholm (Aug., 1930).

A detailed description of the mathematical formulas and results
is to appear in the Zeitschrift fur angewandte Mathematik und !
_echanik.
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face, which previously exhibited an upward velocity, is set in
downward motion; the pressure is highest at the edge of the im-
pact area, and spreads toward the middle of the bottom.

Since the body on impact experiences an upward force its
initial speed Vo drops to V and with it the water previous-
ly set in motion,

.... _Al_hough the body embraces an infinitely large mass, that
is, strikes with constant speed, this slowing up of the water
calls forth a suction (or better, pressure component), which is
greater in the middle than at the outside and reduces the pres-
sure" in the middle still more. L_ostly, it may happen by rela-
tively small body mass that toward the end of the blow (Figo l,
bottom) this suction induced by the retardation exceeds the
Ov_rpr_essure in the middle caused by expansion of the impact
_s_rface. In that case negative pressure prevails in the middle
of the . bottom, while at the edge of the impact surface the high
and positive pressures predominate in their combined efJ'ect,
whi'ch retard the blow still more.

As the impact surface finally reaches the side edge of the
boat bottom (c = _- b), it terminates the impact. In the fur-
t her immersion of the body its static lift which, during the ac-

tual impact process remained practically ineffective, makes it-
self man!re st, " ' •

. If c is the half-wldth of the impact surface, figured

from center of bottom to the point where the spray breaks away,

then dc/_t is the rate at which the breadth of the impact sur-

face expands, The most prominent methematical quantity is vest-

ed in the speed ratio u = V/d_ This comparative value is de-t'
fined as follows (Fig. 4).

Let the shape of the bottom be given as y = y(x). Then

we assume the bottom at rest end the water with initially level

surface as moving upward at variable speed V. At the surface

the water particles are additionally accelerated, that is, as
already stated, perpendicular to the surface. For the moment

we infer the slope of the bottom to be (infinitely) flat, so

that the y ordinates are very (infinitely) Small_ Then it be-

comes apparent that the inclination of the surface of the water

(apart from the surface of the spray) is very (infinitely) small,

and that, in honsequence, the adduced accelerations and the ulti-

mate speeds on the surface are approximately vertically upward.

On %he bottom itself the speed of the surface falls in di-

rection of the bottom; on the free surface it is vertically up-
ward. This defines the fluid motion without ambiguity; it agrees

J'iI',
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(very closely) with the fluid motion about a flat plate (Compare

Fig. 4, bottom). The speed Vy on the fre_ surface at a stated
point x, is

V

Vy = /1 - c_/x _ (1)

The rise _ of the water particle at this pertinent point is

t t Vdt

r_ = f vy dt = f (2)o o J-i:-

Then we introduce

t = t (c) and

C

dt = l_ dc
_c '
dt

C

q = /
e

as new integration variable, that is,

that is,

V dc

j i - (3)
dt

This is rise _, when the widtli of the impact has attained

c < x ; whereas c

greater at point
the bottom surface

quently

No

increases with the time, _ always becomes

When the water particles, finally reach

= y and simultaneously c = x. Conse-

c=x dc

y = / u (4)
c=o ,I l - c_Ix_

where u is the abbreviated speed ratio V_L
d__c'
dt

is quickly determined.

from which U

The mathematical representation of the bottom shape is by
series

where _ constant is defined conformably to the given body

shape. Thea equation (4) yields for u

4 3 16
=5- =e-D°!_ _ +_ c+_ o_ +_ c_ +-- B_c_+a_ "'"

at (63
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u is of the order of magnitude of the keel angle, which means

it is small when tile keel is flat.

Now we come to the spray where at its point of origination,

the slope of the water level is not small and where our previous

considerations become inapplicable as a result in the vicinity

of this point. A searching study of the flow reveals that with-
in range of large angles of slope the speed on the surface may

be translated as a constant tangential speed (Fig. 3) dc = V
dt u

and a superposed horizontal speed of like magnitude; d_ is the

previously mentioned rate of expansion of the impact area. The
velocity in the spray near its origin is precisely twice as

great, that is 2 _de' dr' and the spray water is flung off at this
rate.

The thickness 5 of the spray at its point of inception is

6 TT u_= e (7)

hence, of the order of u_, that is, very small. On impact of

a flying boat this spray is several millimeters thick.

The pressure distribution in the spray is illustrated in

Figure 3. The maximum pressure is equivalent to a dynamic pres-

sure of _d_ velocityi hence (Compare (12) )
dt

P Vo l (8)-
Pmax 2 (I + _)_- u

Now we introduce the abbreviations:

2m
(9)

The fluid pressure is given by

I/ (_ P.Vo2 2 ! _-I 2 ,_ _ x2 u (I0)
> c 2 _ i_ _P (i + _i u i - x_/:c _ i + _ c 2

• . X_ /, .

The pressure distribution in this formula is applicable to

within the vicinity of the edge of the impact area (to within

about P = _ Pmax)" There the distribution conformal to (10)
.i,

changes to that shown in Figure 3; the latter is decisive for

the extreme edge.

|
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_he first term in (i0) corresponds to the distribution ush-
ered in by the growth in impact area. The _econd term corre-

sponds to the retardation of the water; there are negative pres-

sures with elliptical distribution. The third term, owing to

the square of the velocity, is small in the middle range with

respect to the other two terms (since it appears multiplied by

u), and becomes nominal at the edge of the impact area where

c approaches x.

By integration over the immersion width we obtain (disre-
garding infinitely small terms) the force of impact per unit

length (_ = length of impact area).

w p Vo2 c (ll)

Besides, the velocity is

v = v6 (12)

The depth of immersion of the keel with respect to the original

water level is compute_d at

C C

T = / V dc = / udc (13)
0 0

The results are withal applicable to calculations of the

force effect on impact of a flat-bottom hull against the crest

of a wave (Fig. 5). In this case y is the relative rise be-
tween bottom and undisturbed water level at the inception of

blow on impact.

E x amp I e s

First we compare a flat keel bottom with one having twice

as much keel (Fig. 6), but of similar shape otherwise. The mass

of the boat body and the initial speed of impact are to be the

same in both cases.

In the middle range of the boat the pressures for the sharp

keel are (very nearly) half as high as in the flat keel bottom

(the pressure here is, aside from the third term in formula (10),

proportional to l/u). But the pressure maximum at the edge of

the impact area drops to one-fourth of that for the flat keel
(the pressure here is proportional to l/u2; compare equation

(8) ). A flat keel i_ very d.isagreeablY demonstrative on this

point, even though the range of high pressure is limited. The

total force of impact drops approximately to half of that of
the flat keel.
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Now I would like to i11v.strate the process of impact on a
certain bottom for two different mass loadings. Once the sea-

plane is to take the blow over a great length of the body, so as
to make the mass per unit length of impact area small, the same

mass loading can occur when the boat settles comparatively far

forward on a limited area; then the "reduced mass" is small.

In the second case the mass loading is to be high; the boat is

to take the blow on a comparatively small area near the step.

The speed of immersion is high at the beginning of the impact

(Fig. 7). Although our bottom has a pronounced keel in the

middle, the pressure is nevertheless relatively low. As the im-

pact progresses the retardation is so pronounced by the small

mass loading that the pressures do not become extraordinarily

high in spite of the fact that the keel is flat at the side of

the bottom. B_, great mass loading, however, the barely retarded
boat strikes with the flat keel side portion, so the pressures

become very high.

If, as in our case, the bottom slopes downward, a point is

reached s,t last where the slope of the bottom equals the slope

of the water. Then th4 forces of impact are extraordinarily

violent (mathematically, infinitely great). This happens in our
case when the lateral edge of the bottom strikes first (c = ½ b).

Figure 8 exhibits the force of impact for several bottom

shapes with different mass loa_ings. The indicated pressur9

scale applies to Vo = 3 m/s; time t since inception of impact,
force of impact P and speed V (relative to initial speed V o)

for a weight per unit length of G = 4000 kg/m; 2G = 8000, and

G = co are plotted against width c (m) of the impact area.

The shape of the central portion of the bottbrn is such that the
total force P remains constant durin_ the whole impact for the

given mass loading. A bottom of this kind is flat in the middle
and has the shape of a parabola. The keel flattens out toward

the edge of the impe_ct area° In spite of this flat slape the

force is just as high as at the beginning of the impact, because

the speed of impact is already lower.

Now we extend our consideratiohs to cover five effects hith-

erto di sregardQd:

l) Effect of acceleration of gravity; _ _

2) Variation in bottom shape and depth of immersion over

the length of impact;

3) Deviations from the plane flow problem (the water es-

capes to the front and back);

4) Finite size of keel angle; _

5) Elasticity of hull bottom. _ : _
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I) The effect of the acceleration of gravity manifests it-
self in the static lift of the water displaced by the bottom.

2) A flying boat (Fig@ 9) with mass M and variable bottom
shape strikes against a wave of given form and speed.

The force effect is explained by assuming plane flow in each
length element d _, and to which the previously enumerated re-
lations are applicable. Then we define the width of the impact
area from (13) for each depth of immersion T (with respect to
the undisturbed form of the surface), and use series (6) to dem-
onstrate u at each point. Then the force becomes

P Vo2 / c d (14)

Should the impact area have reached the side edge of the hull

bottom in some region, we must write c = b/2 and u = _, and
express _ by ,_.-__......

P/ c2 d (15)

so that pressure distribution, speed, etc., are now resolvable
from the preceding formulas.

3) Hitherto the flow was presumably plane, and the escape
of the water forward and backward was disregarded, which, howev-

er, is permissible as long as the impact length is materially
greater (at least l½ times) than the _idth of the impact. Even

the case of appreciably sm_ller impact length than width (per-
haps smaller than 2/3 the width) can be suitably explained by

these relations. But if width and length are nearly alike the

exact force of impact and, particularly, the pressure distribu-

tion, become difficult to define, although Pabst Supplies some

pertinent data in his report on the vibration of rectangular
plates in fluids_

4_ From other considerations, not discussed in this report,

it follows that the force of impact is smaller at great_@r keel
angles than our equations reveal. The ratio of the actual force

of impact Pw to our theore_icai P is approximately

Pw _ u u I
p - I - - 0 !5 in- • (16")

with _ = angle of slope of hull bottom at edge of impact area.
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Figure I0 exhibits this Pw/P ratio for a bottom with keel
I Pw

angle _o (rectilinear keel), and _-B- as scale of the reduced
impact Caused by this keel. The value PEw= Ai_ indicates the

P A
decrease in planing lift at start due to keel. Inserting the
computed value for P in (ll) reveals that the force of impact

1 Pw
diminishes with _o _ as the keel increases.

Unfortunately, I was unable to finish my exact calculation
on the force effect of bottoms with straight keel; but I mention
the fact that, for the case of constant rate of impact, the
speed v on the free surface is in very simple relation to the
form of the surface. If t is the time elapsed since the start
of the impact, the second end point of vector vt for a point
of the surface can be obtained by drawing length s of the sur-
face from the lowest point of the bottom, figured from the end
point of the spray, parallel to the tangent (Fig. ll). In this
manner the form of the free surface _and the velocity field are
determinable, as illustrated in Figure 12, where the velocities
on the surface are shown graphically.

The effect of finite _:ee_l in contrast to our assumedly in-
finitely small keel may be summarized to the extent that our
equations (8) to (12) are applicable up to 0.5 (about 300) keel
angle, in more accurate c_lculati.on_ the efI_ect of finite keel
is determined by means of (16) if the keel angles are I0 e or over.

5) In hulls with ve_y flat keel the elasticity is of great
importance, while in tho.Ge with sharp keel the effect is slight.

For the local deflection of the hull bottom between the side
members, the following holds true. If the mean curvature of the
bottom is small compared to the height h Of the keel (Fig. I3),
the temporary mean value of force of impact P .is not changed
(or at least, negligibly)by _the_ elasticityj The force of im-
pact is Somewhat less at incipience of the immersion but slight-
ly greater at the termination of the emersion, which is obvious-
ly true, because a flexible flat bottom is comparable to a rigid
cambered bottom (Fig. 13).

_oreover the pressure maximum at the edge of the impact
area in an elastic bottom is ai_proximately like the-dynamic .pres-
sure of a fluid with speed tic/dr ; (Compare (8) ), with dc/dt
as the rate of expansion of the impact area for the elastic bot-
tom. This pressure maximum likewise is lower at the beginning
of the blow but higher at tlie end_th_n_or_a rigid bottom,
*In that case the value _ in (ll) must be raised in ratio to
P/Pw, and the thus computed P value decrlea_ed in ratio to
Pw/P •

ii i i
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I would like to reiterate several statements on seaway

made last year in one of my reports.* Therate of penetration

V o of the hull bottom into the wave (Fig. 14) is

Vo = v _ + (v - w) K + we u (17)

where v = flight speed, q0 = angle of inclination of flight

path relative to the air, w = wind velocity, K = angle of at-

t_.ck of hull bottom with respect to the horizontal,

e = 2_ -- wave velocity (L = wave length) and u = slope of

the wave (Fig. 14). In a fresh breeze the wave velocity is low-

er than _that of the wind (perhaps half as great), but approaches

it when the wind is steady. The _.ngle of slope _ of the wave

also depends on the wind velocity. In a fresh breeze, when the
waves foam, it amounts to about 30 °.

The effect of the square of speed of blow on the force of

impact is shown in TablQ I for various wave lengths with the

height of drop H = Vo2/2g proportionate to this square. In

conformity with it the specific impact pressure seems to be af-
_fected in a greater degree by the ratio of wind to wave velocity

and form of wave than by its size.

TABLE I

Height of drop H -

V = 30 m/s, = 1:20,

V°2 in m

2 g

= I:I0, _ - 4 X _wave height
wave length

I[o seaway H = I_.0

Seaway

Wave velocity

w_z2_12__ ......
FreSh breeze

(W = 2 We; _ = 1:1.75)

We = 4

I I0

H = 1o8 2.2

8

4O

2.8'

(W = 2 We; _ = 1:3)

Steady wind

(W = We; _ = 1:5)

Sudden calm

(w = o; _ = 1:5)

H = 1o25

H Io2

H= 1,4

1o4

l°S

1,6

I .55

1.4

1,9

*Herbert Wagner, "The Mechanics of Take-0ff and Landing of Sea-

planes, n Schiffbau, Vol. _0, No. 14.
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The total force of impact depends on the ratio of size of
seaplane and wave. In relatively small waves (Fig. 15) only a
small portion of the bottom hammers on the crest of the wave,
but this becomes larger as the waves become greater; then the
force of impact P is higher.

If the waves are small compared to the seaplane, the crest
of the wave strikes the fore-and-aft step more or less simulta-
neously; but in the reverse case the fore step touches the water
first (Fig_ 15) and the seaplane bounces forward and upward.
The shock has lowered the speed of the aircraft, making it unable
to fly in this steep position; the control surfaces are not very
effective. The subsequent blew may endanger the seaplane because
the pilot is unable to control it.

If the stern touches the large wave first the retardation
is small because of the distance of the force from the C.G. The
seaplane undergoes a forward turn and the nose of the hull bot-
tom strikes the water at greater speed and almost simultaneously
with the entire forward bottom area.

The processes at take-off prior to going on the step cannot
be repeated by the given methods of calculation because of the
primary role of the static lift and of the marked dependence of
these forces on the time of breakaway at the step.

The planing lift • Ag o which decides the speed at which the
boat goes on the step is for the flat keel

A_ ° = _WO b_ v _ (18)
8

where b = width of step, v = rate of rolling, _ = angle of

attack of hull bottom at step; Ag o is unaffected by the size

or shape of keel, but Ag decreases for sharp keels. In that
case

with Ag/Ag °

linear keel.

considers.bly, the planing ability of the boat diminishes but

slowly. Consequently, the best technical compromise lies in

pronounced keeling, as every practical ses_plane designer knew_

and, in particular, ahead of the fore step.

The plani_g resistance (Fig, 16) embraces the dynamic plan-

ing resistance and the frictional resistance:

AE_ (appr oximat ely) ,
Ag : Ag o Ag o

as given in (16), and shown in Figure I0 for recti-

Whereas a keel lowers the impact pressures quite
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= length of wetted planing area. The friction coefficient

cf = 0.074 R -I/_ is around 0.025 for a smooth bottom. Wh@n'we

insert this-and Ag according to (18), we obtain

w = ½p v_ b_ _+ 00_51h (19)" " "5:/

The frictional resistance is about as high as the dynamic

planing resistance. Unfortunately, the formulas do no% permit

the safe calculation of the effect of a certain bottom shape on

the planing lift by really pronounced keel (keel angle > 300 ),

•_ Suggestions: for the Practical Calculation of Seaplanes

If Mr is the reduced mass of the seaplane for a definite

position of the force of impact, equation (ll) interprets the
total force of impact as

• _ P Vo 2
p _ c

• (l u

where .- ....

• k - I_pc2 .

: _,..... : . 2 I,'_r
...,q

The differentiation conformal to _ yields the length and _
the maximum force of impact itself for the maximum value of the

blo_, that i.s, ...

= o.3 vo _ Mr k (20)' " Pm ax
- :_ ll. C

and Pmax: can be corrected with the aid. of (16) also.

The l respective length of impact Z is

......... . = __ z ..... (21)
: : :-.. ". _ p'c ;_ , '

.. ...... o. " _

Thus each width of _ipact area c has a maximum value of force '-
of impact, and. to_find the maximum of the maximum fo'rces we

write the smallest possible values of u c in (20).

stili it remains to be seen whether the force of impact bf

the bottom ahead or aft of the chosen position retains the half-

length % according to (21), or whether this length of impact

area is possible, according to the wave length for which the
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seaplane is still to be seaworthy.

from (21) for the actually existing

value u c and then compute Pmax

Otherwise we must define

conformably to this

according to (20).

C

If u c assumes its minimum at c = C, and another at

c _= b/2, we obtain two maximum values of Pmax - one for great

length but small width of impact area, and one for small length

but great width of impact area. This simple computation yields

very reliable data for the static calculation of seaplanes.

Now we illustrate the various effects on Figure 16. The
boat weighs 15 tons and has an inertia radius of 3.75 m

the calculation was made for two different step widths b = 2 m

and b = 3 m. The forces i_ Figur_ 17 and 18 apply at V o = m/s
rate of impact. F_gure 17 shows the forces of impact for a boat

with rectilinear keel (_o = 0°25, V o = 5 m/s, G = 15 tons,
example I) with b = 2 m and b = 3 m over the length of the

boat to the first step. The heavy curves Pmax (_ = 3 m) and

Pmax (_ = 1.5 m) apply to both step widths. The Pmax curves
indicate the highest possible forces which are apt to occur at

this point for the respective boat. Fig. 18 exhibits the im-

pact forces for the plotted rib forms (example If) for b = 2 m

(bottom) and b = 3 m (top). The Pmax curves reveal the high-

est possible impact forces at each point. The highest Pmax

(for b = 8 m) occurs near the step for small impact length and

great impact width, contrary to the other examples; the impact

forces for great impact lengths predominate at the forebody of
the boat.

EE_m_le_!.- The keel is rectilinear, its angle is _o = 0.25
and constant over the whole length of the forebody of the boat.

The _ = 3 m width of Figure 17 is just about the possible im-

pact length in waves corresponding to wind velocity 4. For

= 1.5 m and _ = 8 m the greatest impact force is reached
before half-width c of the impact area has arrived at the edge

of the narrow boat (c < 1 m), so that even the wider boat is

not subjected to greater blows. The impact force on the wider

boat does not exceed that on narrower boats till the impact area

has become considerably smaller. However, it should be remember-

ed that, given equal starting characteristics, the wide boat can

presumably keel somewhat more than the small one, in which case

its impact forces are less than for the narrow boat.

Whereas u c is minimum for c 0 in the rectilinear

keel, the highest possible force occurs by greatest possible ira-
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pact length in our chosen form of bottom.* Even this greatest
possible force exceeds that of the narrow boat at very few points
and then only a trifle.

The highest of all these impact forces for a boat with con-
stant keel angle is

V°_ J P _max Mr
Pmax = 0.835 _-

with _max as greatest possible length of impact area conformal
to the chosen seaway (at the highest equal tb the length of the
bottom ahead of the fore-step). This force, whose magnitude is
unaffected by the width of the boat, is applied at _ _max
ahead of the fore-step. The reduced mass Mr must be computed
for this point als0o This formula can equally be applied with a

mean 9o value to variable keel. In our example this maximum
force of impact amounted to about 85 tons, or about 5.7 times

the weight of the seaplane.

The impact forces decrease slowly forward - further forward

decrease beingprevented by the fact that the position of the
aircraft relative to the waves does not facilitate as extended

impact lengths forward as on the step. The stresses on the boat

can be lowered by enlarging the keel toward the bow. This effect

as well as that of other impact speeds V o can be taken into

account by chaliging the forces illustrated in Figure 17 at each

point to conform to the relevant Voa/_o (Compare (ll) or (20) ).

Ex__m!Rle II. The equation y = x _0.35 - 0.4 (X/bs)2] applies
to the whole length of the bottom ah_Jad of the fore-step. The

width of the step b s is agaifi 2. m and 3 _., respectively. The

resulting rib forms are geometrical_.y sim_]o.r for both widths
(Fig_ 1S). The height of the lateral bottom edge above the keel

is respectively, 0.25 and 0.375 m, as in the preceding example.

In the sri_all boat the greatest impact forces occur when the
width of the i_:ps.ct area has reached the side edge of the bottom.

They appear at impact lengths of from 3 to 4 m, although they

are not much lower when these lengths are still smaller (Compare
the forces for 1_5 m and 3 m impact lengths in Figure 18).

A bottom of this kind is subjected to enormous forces even

in small waves, while no large forces set in until great impact

rathe eccentric effect of the imDact force turns the boat, making

immersion speed V and acceleration dV/dt variable over the

length of the impact area. I checked this effect and found that
it does not perceptibly ,influence the magnitude of the maximum

impact force aside from _ slight rearward shift of the position,

which, however, is hardly noticeable on the Pmax diagram.
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lengths are approached, if the keel is rectilinear. The great-
est possible force of impact is essentially higher on the narrow
boat tha_ on the straight keel bottom; it corresponds to 7.1
times the weight of the aircraft. But since this force is ap-
proximately concentric with the center of gravity, the rotary
accelerations are not excessive and the stresses are comparative-
ly low. The rapid forward decrease in force of impact is attrib-
utable to the increase in the middle keel of the forebody.

The wide boat is subjected to decidedly lower maximum im-
pact pressures than the narrow one; it is already sufficiently
decelerated when the lateral flat portion of the bottom surface
hits.

The maximum impact pressures occur now by very short impact
lengths, a strong seaway manifests itself m_rely in accelerated
impact speed Vo and in a longer duration of the forces. In
very long waves the Pmax values may become slightly higher
than with very short impact lengths (Fig. 18).

In conclusion, I recapitulate the comparison of the wide
and the narrow boat. Given equal take-off capability, a wide
boat presumably is subjected to lower ir_pact pressures than a
narrow one, so the first blow does not produce any exorbitant
stresses on the aircraft, but the actual bottom construction
becomes heavier because of the greater width. A_other vital fac-
tor is the duration of the forces on the wide boat, lasting till
they reach the lateral bottom edge, so that the total retardation
is greater for the wide than for the narrow boat. In consequence
a wide boat is more liable to be tossed upward by the wave and
by its own forward speed than a narrow boat, which may even con-
tinue to nose under after the blow,

The speed at which the blow tosses the boat upward is
Vo - V; since its previous speed v _0 was downward (Fig. 14),
the imparted upward speed predominates v_hen Vo - V > v _. In-
serting (See equations (12) and (17) ) the previously computed
values, we obtain_ as condition that the beat be not flung up-
ward :

1 - x +--U<v _ ;

so, for example:

We
w = 0.3; K = 1.5; - 0.2; _ = 0.4; _0 = 0.I
V V

Ca < _1___x -_---x !
3.5 i000 _"
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Thus, with G = !5,000 kg and _ = 3 m, the boat of 2-

meter width would, after the blow (the impact area has reached

the lateral edge of the bottom), not yet be flung upward, but the
beat of 3-meter width would have attained considerable downward

speed, which, as a matter of fact, is the most dangerous part

of the landing.

Finally, I wish to state that my calculations purport the

possibility of designing sea_orthy aircraft by correct choice of
bottom form.

Translation by J. Vanier,

National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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